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Have the zeal to experience the latest in technologies? If yes, then there is some good news in the
air regarding Windows 8. The last or the final prerelease has hit the market already, and is available
in 14 languages as free download. The product ships Internet Explorer 10 with expanded
functionality with support for CSS 3, hardware acceleration, and HTML5, new Windows 8 apps for
connecting to Hotmail, SkyDrive, and Messenger (and many more), and hundreds of new and
updated apps in the Windows Store. However, the Microsoft team behind the Windows 8
development is still focused to enrich the product with more features, and enhance the stability,
security and performance. The journey from Windows 8 Consumer Preview, through current
windows 8 Release, to yet-to-come Windows 8 RTM (Release to Manufacturer) is all about drawing
perfection to allow masses and businesses to have a better computing experience.

Though, Windows 8 Release Preview is a tested software, not the finished one, so there can be
some risks linked to its download or execution. There can be issues like system crash, failure of
drivers, problems with the installation and upgrade of new software products, difficulty in accessing
home or business networks, etc., so substantial care should be taken before the Windows 8
Release Preview. Sensing the potential issues, Microsoft and its certified partner networks are
ready to come up with reliable and real-time computer help service. Microsoft is administrating
Windows 8 Release Preview forum, Internet Explorer 10 Release Preview forum, developer forums
for building apps and IT pro forums to allow people and experts to share problems and solutions for
a collective success.

Computer support technicians can analyze the system compatibility as per the new release, provide
data backup solution and install the operating system, drivers, software, and configure email
accounts and peripherals like printers, scanners, etc. as per end-usersâ€™ demand. Those, interested
in self installation, can also go through the web-portals of reliable computer support service
providers to know about the computer setup and installation, software and hardware compatibility,
hardware or software configuration and other aspects as per requirement. Microsoft also
administers a free to access web portal known as Windows 8 Release Preview Compatibility Center
to guide you selecting compatible drivers, software and peripherals.

Want to stay creative? Download and configure the Windows Live Essentials 2011 on your system,
and use the integrated interactive features like Movie Maker, Photo Gallery, Writer, Family Safety,
and Mesh along with the conventional Mail and Messenger, but the approach is innovative. Photo
Gallery and Movie Maker host a range of photo and video editing tools, and allow users to spread
their content across the social network including Facebook, Flickr, and SkyDrive. The job of the
SkyDrive is not restricted with the photos and videos but it puts consumers in an empowering
situation to create, share and work simultaneously with files created in Office Web Apps for
seamless and uninterrupted productivity from anywhere.

According to the rumors from trusted sources like msnbc.com and several others Microsoft incepted
the Windows 8 upgrade scheme from June 2 with the induction of final prerelease version in order
to prevent the dip of PCs sale before the final launch. Itâ€™s a good sign for all those guys willing to
open their wallet.
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The author is a technician at Techvedic technologies, a firm that delivers end to end a Computer
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